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I The Importance of The Fishery Industry

T aiwan is surrounded by oceans on all four sides, with total

coastlines measuring some 1,600 kilometers, where its

eastern sea territories has the Black Tide passing through, a path

that schools of migrating fish pass through; its western conti-

nental shelf covers an extensive area, which is ideal habitat and

spawning ground for the marine lives and offers ideal natural

elements for fishery development.  At the onset of Taiwan's

retrocession, the fishery development was mainly around coastal

waters; in 1952, the fishery output came to over 120,000 tons,

and through more than 5 decades of efforts from the industry,

government and academic sectors, Taiwan's fishery industry cov-

ers more than near coastal fishing but had been expending into
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aquaculture and deep-sea fishing.  In 2004, the fishery industry re-

ports a total output reaching 1.26 million tons, and an industry out-

put of NT$99 billion.  Fishery development not only serves to pro-

vide the local population with quality protein, and helps to excel

relevant industries, it also plays an important role in political, eco-

nomic and social stabilization, cultural heritage passing and for-

eign diplomacy.

II The Current State of Taiwan's Fishery Development

Taiwan's fishery output reported 1.26 million tons in 2004, and

an industry output of NT$99 billion, which was predominantly con-

tributed by deep-ocean fishing with a total output of 680,000 metric

tons (53.9%), with an industry output of NT$47 billion (47.5%), fol-

lowed by aquaculture at 330,000 metric tons (26.2%), and an indus-

try output of NT$31.6 billion (31.9%).  Next came the near costal

fishery, which reports an output of 250,000 metric tons (19.8%), and

an industry output of NT$20.4 billion (20.6%). For aquatic product

trading, in 2004, it reported a trading volume of 960,000 metric tons,

and a total trade volume of NT$69.6 billion, of which the volume of
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export was reported at 580,000 metric tons and NT$52.1 billion,

with imports at 390,000 metric tons and NT$17.5 billion, which

made a trade surplus of NT$34.6 billion, making it a competitive

industry in Taiwan's agricultural sector.

Deep sea fishing comprises of tuna long-line fishing, large

scale mackerel net fishing, drag net fishing, calamari fishing, fly

fish rod net fishing, with fishing grounds covering the three major

oceans, operating ships numbered to around 2,000, operating

through bilateral fishing industry cooperation with some 26 coastal

countries.  In the light of deep sea fishing grounds occurs in high

seas and exclusive economic zones of coastal countries, to secure

deep sea fishing vessels' operating rights, Taiwan has been actively

participating international fishing organizations in a move to ex-

pand bilateral fishery cooperation, and being members of several

regional international fishing organizations, including Western and

Central Pacific Fisheries Commission, WCPFC, Inter American

Tropical Tuna Commission, IATTC, International Commission for

the Conservation of Atlantic Tuna, ICCAT, Commission for the

Conservation of Southern Bluefin Tuna, CCSBT, Interim Scientific

Committee, ISC, APEC Fishery Working Group, etc.

Coastal fishing comprises of draft net, drag net, long-line

fishing, burnished net fishing, large scale mackerel net fishing, sta-

tionary net fishing and such; in the light of excessive exploitation,

the industry is broaching toward diverse utilization, and is actively

promoting an administration initiative focusing on resources

cultivation, fishery conservation, vessel number reduction, and rec-

reational fishing.

Aquaculture comprises freshwater farming, saltwater farm-

ing and sea surface farming, which covers 56,000 hectares, with

sea cultivation boxes numbered to 1.03 million cubic meter; to en-

sure a rational utilization of marine resources, and to improve the

quality of aquaculture products, the administration has taken to a

main approach of aquaculture zone management and refined cul-

tivation in a move to excel the aquaculture industry into a quality

production industry.

A snapshot of large-scale net fishing
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III Fishery Policy Objectives

As the sustainable fishery industry development and nation-

wide fishery industry remain a key focus in fishery administration,

we take quality, safety, recreation, environment conservancy and

fishermen welfare as the objectives for the present time's fishery

development; some of the tangible measures include,

1. To promote quality fishery for improving international competitiveness

To actively participate regional fishery organizations in a move to

attain a fishery country's responsibility, excel the deep sea fishing

industry's competitive edge; to develop biotechnology, map out a

marine biotech park, develop aquarium fish and aquatic seedlings,

maritime cultivation net-box, automated indoor aquatic farming

for refined fishery; to integrate the fishing industry database for

great utilization, step up the function of fishery information ser-

vice network for effective use of fishery information; to excel the

quality of aquatic products that would poise to strength the fishery

product's global market competitiveness.

2. To step up the safety of the fishing industry for better secure

national equity

To step up fishing vessel and crew seafaring safety training for im-

proving their emergency response capability; to strengthen fishing

vessel maritime distress reporting system for protecting the

fishermen's seafaring safety; to induct quality aquaculture prod-

ucts' voluntary management system for stepping up a product ac-

countability system, farming environment monitoring, and main-

taining product sanitation and quality; to spearhead fishing boat

operations to comply with international sanitation guidelines, i.e.

Hazards Analysis and Critical Control Point, HACCP and Euro-

Marine net-cage aquaculture - Ponghu
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3. To develop recreational fishing industry for excelling recreational

quality

To reposition sea territorial utilization by promoting diverse use

of the fishing ports for developing recreational fishing; to excel

fishing community human resources by stepping up the overall

community development for expanding local feature fishery eco-

tour activities; to strengthen fishermen's training program for im-

proving recreational fishery and the quality of fishing boat service.

4. To strengthen eco-friendly fishing industry for excelling a

harmonized biodiversity

To deep-root coastal fishery resources by discharging artificially

cultivated seedlings to form artificial fishing grounds; to adjust

the industry structure by promoting fishing rotation and boat re-

duction plans; to reduce farming water usage by promoting aquatic

farming with recycled water, selecting quality aquatic stock, and

strengthening a harmonious aquaculture environment concept; to

promote fishery know-how by staging fishery education/train-

ing for achieving a national conservation awareness.

5. To integrate fishery development for enhancing the fishermen's

welfare

To promote fishing boat and crew insurance for protecting the lives

and property of the operators; to step up the fishermen's mutual

assistance working at sea by grapping the rescue timing, reduc-

ing the occurrence of maritime distress; to comply with WTO

guidelines and fuel product market liberation by reviewing the

fishery fuel subsidy measures.

IV  Fishery Industry's Administration Measures

The development of fishery policy do rely on enforcing fish-

ery management and campaigning, and as the social environment

continues to evolve and the current fishery management policies

responding to changes, the measures we adopt includes:

1. Fishery resources maintenance and management

To actively participate regional fishery organizations in search of

maintaining a sustainable use of the maritime resources and the

fishery industry's equity; to enter bilateral government fishery col-

laboration agreements and assist the private sector to enter fish-

ery collaboration agreement with coastal countries for maintain-

ing Taiwan's equity in deep-sea fishing.

To delimit fishery resources preservation zone, artificial reef zone

and marine biology rehabilitation zone in coastal areas, and to

instigate relevant control measures of fishing banning zone, fish-

ing banning periods; to promote fishing rotation, fishing vessel

reduction policies, and to step up management on the entry of

foreign fishing vessels.

2. Fishing vessel and crew management

To induct a responsibility fishery scheme and observer plan for

complying with international fishery guidelines; to enhancing fish-

ing monitoring and foreign fishing base management; to amend

Recreational fishing industry - Whale watching off the coast
of Hualien

Taiwan's fishery product overseas promotion - Boston
Aquatic Product Exhibition
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and append legal provisions to prevent our people from involving

in IUU fishing activities; to promote the fishing vessel retirement

building plan; to adopt offshore hiring and transit interim place-

ment management mechanism for hiring mainland crewmen for

replenishing labor shortage.

3. Fishing rights and fishing industry administration

To conclude the development of coastal exclusive fishing rights

around Taiwan in search of a diverse use, taking into the maritime

ecological environment and the current state of development; to

instigate the operating management of future fishery territorial

water by rightful fishery licensee in conjunction to the enterprise

proposal and fishery joining regulations for enforcing a mutually

beneficial and prosperous maritime territory's sustainable manage-

ment approach; to study and draft a fair, rational fishery rights com-

pensation mechanism for those in coastal sea territorial develop-

ment that might hinder the operators with rightful fishing license.

4. Aquaculture industry administration

To develop aquatic farming production zone at ideal aquatic farm-

ing areas for excelling the industry in developing an economic scale

by stepping up public infrastructure improvement and production/

marketing development, and to facilitate local agencies instill land

fish pond farming fishery registration and management rules; to

research and develop quality aquatic seedling reproduction tech-

niques for excelling the marine farming industry's production

techniques, and to instigate marine farming management and safe

chemical dispensing educational workshops; to promote fine ma-

rine farming site certification system for excelling the sophistica-

tion of marine farming operations in a move to instill new yard-

stick for the marine farming industry.

5. Fishery security escorting

To actively participate high sea fishery escort operations in collabo-

Aquatic product's quality and sanitation
inspection

-
Fishing boats hiring mainland and foreign crew -
Tuna fishing using fly bate

Fishery resources cultivation - ar-
tificial marine reef zone
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rating with the Coast Guard Administration Executive Yuan to

maintain the safety and order of deep sea fishing vessels, by dis-

patching inspection staff to set sail along the ship for carrying out

emergency maritime rescue and issuing fishing boat operating

licenses; to dispatch "Yu Chien #2" fishery escorting ship in carry-

ing out duties, and to coordinate with Coast Guard Administra-

tion Executive Yuan in cracking down illegal fishing, and expelling,

impounding mainland fishing vessels involving in trespassed fish-

ing in accordance with the Coast Guard Act, the Fisheries Act,

and Act Goverening Relations Between Peoples of the Taiwan Area

and the Mainland area.

6. Aquatic product trading administration

To collect tuna and swordfish fishery catch and trading informa-

tion for adopting the trade administration measures of fishery

certification and the issuance of importation clearance form on

blue-fin tuna, swordfish, big-eyed tuna and southern blue-fin tuna;

to instigate an aquatic live animal importation review mechanism

in compliance with Implementing Regulations of the Wildlife

Conservation Law.

7. Aquatic product sanitation and safety management

To build up aquatic product check before marketing and aquacul-

ture environment monitoring plan to excel the quality of marine

farmed products by launching 11 aquatic inspection service cen-

ters at Pingtung Technical University among others, and to spear-

head the centers to acquire CNLA certification to strength their

credibility in inspection; to spearhead the fishery packing sites

and processing plants operated by the fishermen's association,

cooperatives and shops by instilling fine sanitation operating

guideline and Hazards Analysis and Critical Control Point Syatem

(HACCP) by conducting fresh product sanitation inspection at

crucial fishery wholesale markets, promoting a fishery account-

ability production history system for excelling the industry qual-

ity and safeguarding consumers equity.

V Recapitulations

Taiwan's fishery industry has been restricted by the recent

years' economic development, social environment changes, and

the awareness of international conservation. While quality fishery

and safe fishery remain a crucial administration goal for the present

time, it is anticipated that a sustainable fishery industry and na-

tionwide fishery administration would help to attain an overall

objective of creating a sustainable fishery industry, wealthy fish-

ing community and revitalized fishermen, accelerating Taiwan's

fishery industry to be a quality industry envisioned by its people.

(The author current heads Fisheries Agency Council of Agriculture, Ex-

ecutive Yuan as director)
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